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Dear Mr. Straumanis,
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On 25 January 2006, I received a call from a former Parex colleague named Jekaterina Ecina.
She was fired from Parex after my departure, I assume on fears that she was my friend and might have some loyalty to me.
She called me with a terrified and urgent tone and told me that someone from Parex was hunting for me and that I should stay out of Latvia and I should not use my Latvian mobile
phone because Parex could spy on mobile phones.
She said that a person from Parex had asked her questions about me: where did I live, did I have a car, did I have a girlfriend, did I own anything in Latvia.
She did not directly say that Parex was trying to kill me, but she strongly implied that.
She then sent me two SMS messages, which probably could be confirmed by the phone company. I believe that both were sent from a computer and that, again, she did not use her own
mobile phone because of fear that Parex would be spying.
25 January 2006
159.148.174.220
John pls be careful.
Also with yr phone calls - no surprise if they can listen to them!
I didn't tell them anything! K.
25 January 2006
159.148.174.220
I only told what they already know - i played fool.

Ms. Ecina on a previous occasion told me that when she joined Parex, a Parex lawyer named Guntars Grinbergs (now Chairman of the
Council)
arranged for her to privatize a home in Jurmala as part of her compensation (interesting compensation!).
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Ms. Ecina further told me that something went wrong during this privatization and the sudden death of her mother
(a blood clot that immediately killed the healthy middle aged woman) somehow involved Grinbergs.
I have complained about all of this to many people in the Latvian government but there has been no investigation.
John
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